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Abstract
OBJECTIVES: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) play a key role in governing posttranscriptional regulation through binding to the
mRNAs of target genes. This study is to assess miRNAs expression profiles for identifying brain metastasis-related
miRNAs to develop the predictive model by microarray in tumor tissues. METHODS: For this study, we screened the
significant brainmetastasis-relatedmiRNAs from 77 lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) patientswith brainmetastasis (BM+)
or non-brain metastasis (BM−). A predictive model was developed from the training set (n = 42) using a random Forest
supervised classification algorithm and a Class Centered Method, and then validated in a test set (n = 35) and further
analysis in GSE62182 (n = 73). The independence of this signature in BM prediction was measured by multivariate
logistic regression analysis. RESULTS: From the training set, the predictive model (including hsa-miR-210, hsa-miR-214
andhsa-miR-15a) stratified thepatients into twogroupswith significantly differentBMsubtypes (90.4%of accuracy). The
similar predictive power (91.4% of accuracy) was obtained in the test cohort. As an independent predictive factor, it was
closely associated with BM and had high sensitivity and specificity in predicting BM in clinical practice. Moreover,
functional enrichment analysis demonstrated that this signature involved in the signaling pathways positively correlated
with cancer metastasis. CONCLUSION: These results suggested that the three-miRNA signature could develop a new
random Forest model to predict the BM of LUAD patients. These findings emphasized the importance of miRNAs in
diagnosing BM, and provided evidence for selecting treatment decisions and designing clinical trials.
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Introduction
As the most common cancer, the lung cancer is still the main cause of
cancer death worldwide including China for several decades [1]. The lung
cancer was the top 1 of common cancers for men and top 2 for women in
2015, and there were about 733,000 newly cases of lung cancer andmore
than 610,000 deaths inChina [2,3]. Lung cancer consisted of two leading
types: non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), accounting for approximately
85% and small cell lung cancer. The incidence of LUAD has increased
dramatically and about half of NSCLC are lung adenocarcinoma
(LUAD) [4]. Although surgery plus adjuvant therapy provides a potential
logistic regression analysis was performed between this signature and the clinical factors to
identify this signature as an independent biomarker. This new model could detect the early
changes accurately and predict BM status to reduce its risk such as neurologic, cognitive and
emotional difficulties and finally poor prognosis in LUADmanagement. Generally, this new
model was more clinically practice since it only uses three miRNAs.
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curative strategy, lung cancers often develop recurrencewith a low survival
rate especially in patients with metastatic disease, for example, brain
metastasis (BM). Up to 25% of these patients could be influenced by BM
during their lifetime [5]. BM can bring about significant neurologic,
cognitive and emotional difficulties [6] and finally poor prognosis [7].
Currently, no common therapeutic measures appeared to reduce the risk
of BM in LUAD. Therefore, it is urgently needed to develop novel
biomarkers for detecting the early tumor changes accurately and
predicting BM status as the principle warrant in LUAD management.

microRNAs (miRNAs) are an endogenous conserved class of
non-coding 20–24 nucleotide small RNAs, which can regulate gene
expression at post-transcriptional level by binding to 3′-UTR of targeted
mRNAs and give rise to mRNA degradation or translation inhibition
[8,9]. Recently, miRNAs have been studied to characterize tumors [10].
Meanwhile, a miRNA appears to regulate numerous protein-coding
genes and as a result, miRNAprofiling could work as a preferable classifier
compared to gene expression profiling [11]. Previous studies have shown
that the expression values of hsa-miR-210 [12] and hsa-miR-214 [13] are
higher in LUAD tissues or A549 cells than normal control, and identified
that they aremetastasis-relatedmiRNAs.Oppositely, hsa-miR-15a acts as
a tumor suppressor induces cell apoptosis and inhibits cancermetastasis in
NSCLC [14]. However, there is no data regarding a signature model
including these three miRNAs developed by machine learning algorithm
in predicting BM of patients with LUAD up to now.

This study reports the examination of miRNA expression profiles in
tumor and normal tissues in a large cohort of 150 samples. A random
Forestmodel including the three-miRNA signature was identified in the
training set with the ability to predict the BM of LUAD patients and
validated its diagnostic power in an independent test cohort.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
And this study was approved by the medical ethics committee of

the Cancer Hospital of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
(CAMS). All patients provided written informed consent.

Patients and Samples
The tumor tissues were retrospectively collected from 77 patients

with LUAD with following-up information and examined the miRNA
expression profile of the tissues by microarray analysis (Supplementary
text). The formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) specimens of the
77 cases were pathologically confirmed with IIIA-N2 LUAD. All
patients had surgically proven primary LUAD and received lobectomy
or pneumonectomy in the CAMS between 2003 and 2005.

To validate the expression level of these threemiRNAs in the signature,
the miRNA profiles and RT-PCR value of the LUAD patients and
normal controls were downloaded from theGEOdatabases (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). A total of 46 normal lung samples and 27 LUAD
samples from GSE62182 dataset were analyzed in this study.

Statistical Analysis
Pearson χ2 test and the Kruskal-Wallis H test analysis of variance

were used to identify the statistical differences in clinical character-
istics and pathological factors. The paired Student t test was utilized
to compare the distributive differences of the researching miRNAs
between BM+ and BM− group. Considering the interrelated
relationship among the candidate factors, multivariate logistic
regression analysis was adopted to identify the independent signature
in predicting the BM subtypes. The correlation between the
three-miRNA signature and the overall survival (OS), disease-free survival
(DFS), first brain metastasis (FBM) or single brain metastasis (SBM) of
patients was evaluated by univariate Cox regression analysis. Survival
differences between BM+ and BM− group in each condition were
assessed by the Kaplan–Meier estimation, and compared by the log-rank
test. The receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves analysis was used
to evaluate discriminatory accuracy of each gene, and allowed us to
visualize the sensitivity and specificity of the correlated genes in assigning
LUAD patients to PBM (predictive brain metastasis) + or PBM− group
before further categorization just like the application reported previously.
The performance of each gene could be quantified by the area under the
ROC curve (AUC). Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 13.0,
and presented with GraphPad Prism 5.0 and R3.2.5 software. Results
were considered statistically significant at P b .05.

Results

MiRNA Expression Profiles Displayed Significant Differences
Between BM− and BM+ LUAD Patients in the Microarrays Data

To screen the most befitting variables for constructing a predictive
model in IIIA-N2 LUAD, 77 patients with BM− or BM+ were selected
to measure the miRNAs' expression in FFPE specimens by microarray
assay (Figure 1A). Then a total of 330 miRNAs (accounting for 42%;
Figure 1A) were evaluated with the expression value in the first cohort
(n = 42; Figure 1B) and second cohort (n = 35; Figure 1C). As a result,
8 significant miRNAs (including 6 down-regulated genes and 2
up-regulated genes) were discovered with the different expression
analysis between patients with BM− and those with BM+ in the two
cohorts (q-valueb 0.05 and Fold Change N2; Figure 1D). These results
indicated that these common significantly alterative miRNAs might be
associated with the presence of brain metastasis in LUAD.

Construction of a Novel Model with a Three-miRNA Signature
in the Training Set

To investigate a novel model for predicting the risk of brain
metastasis, the association between miRNA expression and brain
metastasis probability of patients with LUAD was explored
(Supplementary text). A three-miRNA signature (including
hsa-miR-15a, hsa-miR-210 and hsa-miR-214, Figure 2E) and a
machine learning algorithm (random Forest, Figure 2F) were
screened to construct a predictive model from the training dataset
considering a balance between the error rates and the number of
miRNAs. The expression value of the three miRNAs measured by
high throughput sequencing was verified between normal lung (n =
46) and LUAD (n = 27) tissues in GSE62182 (Supplementary Fig.
1A&B), and validated between primary and metastatic LUAD cell
lines with expression profiling by RT-PCR in GSE63819 (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1C), which showed that three miRNAs expression
tendency was in line with that in the training dataset. In this
signature, the “BM+” and “BM−” centroids were (68.71, 862.54,
1425.19) and (141.16, 346.32, 527.86), which represented the
average expression value of the three miRNAs for BM+ and BM−
patients, respectively. This signature was defined as follows:

Dip ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi1−68:71
� �2 þ xi2−862:54

� �2 þ xi3−1425:19
� �2q

Din ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi1−141:16
� �2 þ xi2−346:32

� �2 þ xi3−527:86
� �2q

where x1
i x2

i x3
i denoted the expression value of hsa-miR-15a,

hsa-miR-210 and hsa-miR-214 for sample i, respectively. A patient
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Figure 1. Eight significant miRNAs were selected between BM+ and BM− patients with LUAD in the miRNA microarray data. miRNA
microarray test (A) was performed in LUAD tissues from BM+ or BM− patients and 330 (42%) hsa-miRNAs and 455 (58%) other genes
were presented with pie-chart. Volcano plots show the significant miRNAs between BM+ and BM− patients with LUAD from the first
cohort (B) and the second cohort (C); Red dots mean the up-regulated genes, green dots mean the down-regulated genes and black dots
mean the unaltered genes. Venn diagram (D) shows the overlapped genes which are significant between BM+ and BM− patients with
LUAD in both the first cohort and the second cohort; Red color represents the up-regulated genes and green color represents the
down-regulated genes for BM+ vs. BM− patients.
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was classified as “BM+” if Dip b Din according to the three-miRNA
expression profiles and as “BM−” if not.

A Three-miRNA Signature Predicted Effectively the Brain
Metastasis of Patients with LUAD
The classified analysis was conducted with the three-miRNA

signature in the novel model. As a result, the predictive model
correctly characterized 90.5% (38/42) of patients as either PBM− (2
mismatches out of 26 BM− patients) or PBM+ (2 mismatches out of
16 BM+ patients) subtype in the training dataset (Figure 3A–B). The
three-miRNA signature model was then tested for its predictive power
in the second cohort of 35 patients. The same criteria as those derived
from the training set divided these 35 patients into PBM− and PBM+
groups, respectively (Figure 3C). Similarly, the whole error rate
(8.6%, Figure 3D) of the test cohort was as low as the training set.
Next, the two cohorts were combined into one group to verify the
predictive power of this new model (Figure 3E). As a result, the new
model with this three-miRNA signature had a concordance of 90.9%
with the primary result classified by clinical imaging for these 77
patients as having either PBM+ (2 mismatches out of 32 BM+
patients) or PBM− (5 mismatches out of 45 BM− patients) subtype
(Figure 3F). All the results indicated that the new model based on a
three-miRNA signature could be more feasible for clinical use as its
higher accuracy in predicting the brain metastasis of LUAD patients.

Brain Metastasis Prediction by the Three-miRNA Signature
Model was Independent of Clinical and Pathological Factors

To gain further insights into the predictive role of the
three-miRNA signature in LUAD brain metastasis, the association
between this signature expression and the basic clinical characteristics
from the perioperative period was conducted with univariate analysis
in these 77 patients (Figure 4A). Obviously, the results showed that
the signature was closely associated with the performance status (P =
.013), the positive lymph nodes (P = .040), the number of positive
lymph nodes stand (P = .029), the number of N2 positive lymph
nodes stand (P = .036), N2 positive lymph nodes stand classification
(P = .003), Post-radiotherapy (P = .018) and Treatment model
classification (P = .038).

Next, to assess whether the brain metastasis prediction ability of
the three-miRNA signature was independent of other clinical or
pathological factors of patients with LUAD, multivariate analysis was
performed in the 77 patients by the stepwise variable selection
method. The result showed that the three-miRNA signature was the
most crucial factor among these eight significant variables according
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to mean decrease accuracy or mean decrease Gini in the random
Forest analysis (Figure 4B). Also, the three-miRNA signature was
significantly correlated with BM+ patients' discrimination from the
multivariate logistic regression analysis (OR = 121.156, 95%CI:
15.247–962.751, P = .000; Figure 4B), which showed that it might
be a high-risk factor of brain metastasis for patients with LUAD. The
multivariate analysis thus demonstrated that the predictive ability of
this three-miRNA signature was independent of other clinical factors
for the brain metastasis of patients with LUAD.

The Three-miRNA Signature was Closely Associated with
Clinical Profile of LUAD Brain Metastasis
To determine whether the three-miRNA signature was singly clinical

relevant with the brainmetastasis, a different expression analysis of these
three miRNAs was performed between metastatic and non-metastatic
group in 77 patients with LUAD. In line with the previous result from
the PBM or BM analysis, the expression value of these three miRNAs
were all significantly different between FBM− or SBM− and PBM+ or
SBM+ group patients (P b .05, Figure 5A). However, the similar result
was not discovered in the other disseminated metastasis analysis. The
data suggested that the three-miRNA signature could be exclusive in the
brain metastasis of patients with LUAD.
Some studies reported that the survival of LUAD patients with brain

metastasis was poor than non-brain metastasis [15]. To validate the
close correlation between the three-miRNA signature and brain
metastasis, a further survival analysis was carried out to evaluate
whether the three-miRNA signature could predict survival of patients
with LUAD. The results showed that the expression value of the three
miRNAs was significantly different between the two groups of LUAD
patients divided by distinct survival status (P b .05, Figure 5A). Then
the log-rank test of the combined patients showed that the signature
could significantly stratify these 77 patients with LUAD into high
(PBM+) or low-risk (PBM−) group in OS (P = .009), DFS (P = .017),
FBM (P = 3.19e-06) or SBM analysis (P = .0006) by the
three-miRNA signature model with random Forest algorithm (Figure
5F–I), which was similar with the raw BM classification method in the
predictive power (Figure 5B–E). In detail, the OS analysis showed that
these LUAD patients were divided into PBM+ (n = 35) and PBM−
(n = 42) with significantly different survival rates (P = .009, Figure 5F)
in the random Forest classification. Moreover, the three-miRNA
signature was significantly associated with survival of PBM+ LUAD
patients (HR = 2.103, 95CI: 1.202–3.680, P b .01; Figure 5F), and
the median survival of PBM+ patients was 34.0 months, which was
Figure 2. Identification of the miRNA signature and selection of the m
processing, the datawas describedby an 8 × 42matrixwith a ‘BM+’ or
the random Forest algorithm, the line with orange color represents a c
classification power for BMprediction. A randomForest supervised clas
by several iterative steps, in which the least important miRNA was
Development of BM classifier with the three-miRNA signature from all c
Vp are themeanexpressionprofiles of themiRNAcombination (g1g2g3) f
profiles of patient x. The Euclid distance d(Vx Vn) and d(Vx Vp) are used t
training set, the nearest neighbors are found. And then, for each class i
that class y is identified as the maximum probability P, t represents the
defined by the average value of themaximumprobability P of that class
of BM labels. (E) The procedure for identifying the final signature. The
shown in theplot. The signature containing threemiRNAs (hsa-miR-210,
Histogramof the classified accuracies of sevenmachine learningmetho
Forest algorithm was the highest within the three-miRNA signature.
significantly lower than those of PBM− patients with median survival
62.1 months (P b .01; Figure 5F). Analogously, the OS was
significantly different when LUAD patients were stratified by the raw
classified method (median survival months: 34.3 for PBM+ vs. 54.1 for
PBM−; HR = 2.020, 95%CI: 1.151–3.544; P = .014, Figure 5B).
Next, another three analyses including DFS, FBM and SBM analysis
were adopted to confirm the reliability of this model in predicting
survival and brain metastasis, and there were no different comes of
survival analysis in these patients divided by raw BM classified method
(Figure 5C–E) or random Forest algorithm (Figure 5G–I). In brief, the
LUAD patients with BM+ or BM− subtypes predicted by the
three-miRNA signature model, did not differ significantly with raw
classification in terms of clinical survival status at presentation. Together
with prior studies, these data established that brainmetastasis influenced
the clinical outcomes and the three-miRNA signature played a powerful
role in predicting the brain metastasis classification.

To further verify that the association between the three-miRNA
signature and the brain metastasis, the three miRNAs from this
signature and another six miRNAs (hsa-miR-146a [16], hsa-miR-21
[17], hsa-miR-145 [18], hsa-miR-378 [19], hsa-miR-330/3p [20],
hsa-miR-197[21]) reported to be correlated with brain metastasis
were compared with unsupervised hierarchical clustering method in
77 patients with LUAD. Hierarchical clustering based on Spearman
correlation clearly divided these nine miRNAs into three groups
(Figure 5J), which showed that hsa-miR-146a was significantly
associated with hsa-miR-15a (r = 0.63, P b .001; Figure 5L) in
Cluster1 and another two miRNAs (hsa-miR-21, hsa-miR-378) were
closely adjacent to hsa-miR-210 and hsa-miR-214 (r ≥ 0.32,
P b .01; Figure 5L) in Cluster3. Then the expression values of
these genes were evaluated to show that hsa-miR-21 and hsa-miR-378
had a significant higher expression in BM+ cases as compared with
BM− patients (P b .05), which agreed with the results from
hsa-miR-210 and hsa-miR-214 outlined above (Figure 5K). Inversely,
the gene expression of hsa-miR-146a was significantly
down-regulated in the BM+ compared to the BM− group
(P b .01), which was also in line with the hsa-miR-15a expression
distribution (Figure 5K). Interestingly, the expression of
hsa-miR-146a was significantly negative correlation with
hsa-miR-21 and hsa-miR-378 (r ≤ −0.40, P b .001), which was
similar with the relationship between hsa-miR-15a and the other two
miRNAs (hsa-miR-210 and hsa-miR-214) in this signature (Figure
5L). These results indicated that this signature was closely associated
with brain metastasis in patients with LUAD.
achine learning algorithm in the training set. (A) Through microarray
‘BM−’ label column. (B) The optimal number of treeswas selected in
utoff value. (C) Selection process for the three miRNAs with highest
sification algorithmwas used to narrowdown the number ofmiRNAs
discarded at each step according to their importance score. (D)
ombinations (n = 23

–1 = 7) using the Class Center Method. Vn and
orBM−patients andBM+patients, respectively. Vx is the expression
o classify patient x into a BM− or BM+ group. For each case x in the
n one classification tree, the case x which has the most neighbors of
classification tree number. The final classification for each case x is
y from all the classification trees (n = 210), T represents the number
LOOCV accuracies of all seven combinations were calculated and
hsa-miR-214andhsa-miR-15a)was selected as the final signature. (F)
dswith LOOCV in the training set. The classified accuracy of random
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The Three-miRNA Signature had Strongly Diagnostic Power
for Predicting Brain Metastasis of LUAD Patients

To identify the diagnostic value in BM subtypes, the ROC analysis
was applied to compare the power between the six significant
miRNAs and this signature in 77 LUAD patients. As a result, the area
under the curve (AUC) values from the three miRNAs of this
signature were much higher (0.859 for hsa-miR-15a, 0.886 for
hsa-miR-210, 0.883 for hsa-miR-214, P b .0001) than the other
three miRNAs (0.685 for hsa-miR-146a, 0.702 for hsa-miR-378,
0.662 for hsa-miR-21, P b .05; Figure 6A) correlated with brain
metastasis reported previously. More important, the AUC of this
signature was 0.913 (P = .000), which was much more than any
single AUC value from the six miRNAs (Figure 6A). This result
demonstrated that the three-miRNA signature model could predict
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the BM subtypes with high sensitivity and specificity, and the new
model could sufficient to work as a practical clinical tool in the
current therapeutic era.
From the ROC curve analysis, the predictive power of this

signature was identified to assign cases into BM+ or BM−
classification. To further discover the distribution of the performance
of each marker, radar map method was used based on the normalized
expression value (Figure 6B). The result showed that hsa-miR-210
and hsa-miR-214 were distributed in BM+ subtype patients (Figure
6B) with higher AUC value (AUCN 0.88, P = .000; Figure 6C);
meanwhile the AUC value of hsa-miR-15a was more in BM− group
(AUCN 0.85, P = .000; Figure 6Band C). Generally, the
three-miRNA signature comprised of hsa-miR-210, hsa-miR-214
and hsa-miR-15a had high diagnostic power in the brain metastasis
classification.

Functional Enrichment Analysis of Genes Correlated with the
Signature miRNAs
To explore the potential role of the miRNAs from this signature in

regulating the LUAD brain metastasis, the correlation between their
expression values and those of their targeted mRNAs was examined in
the database of Diana Tools. The expression level of 2914
protein-coding genes (PCGs) was positively targeted by that of at
least one of the three miRNAs in this signature. Then the functional
enrichment analysis was performed on GO terms and KEGG
pathways for these PCGs co-expressed with these three miRNAs
(Supplementary text). And the result of GO term (Supplementary
Fig. 2A) revealed that PCGs clustered most significantly in cell
biosynthetic process, metabolic process, and mitotic cell cycle. The
same analysis of KEGG pathway (Supplementary Fig. 2B) demon-
strated the signaling pathways positively correlated with NSCLC
carcinogenesis and cancer metastasis (TGF-β signaling pathway [22]
and P53 signaling pathway [23]). These data suggested that the
three-miRNA signature might positively or negatively regulate these
significant PCGs to affect the development of brain metastasis in
patients with LUAD. However, these discoveries should be verified
by bio-experimentation.

Discussion
In recent years, the research on the roles of miRNAs in cancer
progress were gradually increased [24–26]. However, the involvement
of miRNAs in the LUAD brain metastasis prediction model
developed by random Forest algorithm has not been reported.
Here, the study on differential miRNA expression was presented in
two cohorts and a three-miRNA signature was discovered to be
Figure 3. Computational classification of BM based on the three-m
validated set and the combined set. (A&C) The 3D Scatter Plot shows t
miRNAs (hsa-miR-210, hsa-miR-214 and hsa-miR-15a) in the training
into some group depending on whether its miRNA levels place it b
automatically generated classifier. The dots with red or green ver
respectively. The four mismatches of 42 patients highlight with red o
patients in the training set n = 42 (B) and the validated set n = 35 (D)
were used for clustering analysis. This clustering clearly divided the c
and three samples were misclassified in the training set and the valid
Forest classification of patients in the combined set (n = 77). The thre
− group, with seven mismatches out of 77 patients. Labels stand for t
shows concordance estimates for BM prediction with the use of three
approximately 90.5%), validated set (concordance, approximately 91
The Venn diagram shows the overlaps among the BM+, BM−, PBM
powerful predictors for brain metastasis of patients with cancer. This
signature identified in the training group showed similar predictive
power in the test cohort. Although there are currently no other
LUAD brain metastasis data sets with both mRNA and miRNA
expression data publicly available that would allow further validation
of miRNA-based BM classification, we still believe that the predictive
value of this signature has a solid basis in LUAD patients. This is a
pioneering research of the correlation between the machine learning
model developed by miRNAs signature and brain metastasis of
patients with LUAD.

In this study, to void the common ‘curse-of-dimensionality’
problem, a total of 330 miRNAs differentially expressed between
BM+ and BM− samples were filtered out and then subjected to
random Forest supervised classification to further narrow down the
number of miRNAs correlated with brain metastasis. To reduce the
predictive error rates, the random sampling and ensemble strategies were
used in random Forest classification for the ‘curse-of-dimensionality’
datasets. And then the measures of gene importance were applied to filter
the original gene set iteratively in the random Forest classification,
resulting in superior performance in feature screening.

Next, a classifier was developed for each combination of the three
selected miRNAs using the Class Centered Method. We agree that if
more genes were selected, even with some redundancy, the predictive
model might perform a better role in these patients with cancer.
However, it would be greater to have fewer genes as possible to be
analyzed to make the new model more competitive. For these reasons
and the rule of Occam's razor, the three-miRNAs signature was
selected as the final signature. And the result validated that this
model, as the ‘less-gene-possible’ combination, could divide the brain
metastasis subtypes of LUAD effectively.

In addition, to further demonstrate the independence of this new
model in brain metastasis prediction, the association between this
signature and the basic clinical characteristics was examined and
identified 7 variables as significantly candidate predictive factors in
the combined dataset. Then multivariate logistic regression analysis
was performed and identified this signature as an independent
biomarker. Moreover, this signature was closely associated with the
brain metastasis through analyzing the clinical profiles of various
metastasis. Because the brain metastasis negatively influenced the
clinical outcome of patients with LUAD [15], the prognostic value of
this signature was analyzed to further verify its significant association
with the brain metastasis. The result proved again that this signature
could stratify the patients with LUAD into BM+ and BM− group
more effectively compared with the performance of the single
miRNA.
iRNA signature in patients with LUAD from the training set, the
he classification of BM+ versus BM− based on the profiles of three
set n = 42 (A) and the validated set n = 35 (C). A case is classified
elow or above the separation plane. The blue plane illustrates the
tical lines represent predictive BM+ (PBM+) or BM− (PBM−),
r green arrows. (B&D) Supervised random Forest clustering of the
. The similarity coefficients of the three miRNAs in the two cohorts
ases into BM+ (red color) and BM− (green color) group. Only four
ated set, respectively. (E) Heatmap shows the supervised random
e significant miRNAs classified these patients into PBM+ and PBM
he primary classification including BM+ and BM−. (F) The bar chart
miRNAs selected from this signature in training set (concordance,
.4%) and the combined set (concordance, approximately 90.9%).
+ and PBM− subgroups in the combined set.



Figure 4. The correlation analysis between the three-miRNA signature and all clinical characteristics. (A) Univariate analysis of all clinical
characteristics between PBM+ and PBM− subtypes. BM subtypes appear in columns, and the clinical features are displayed in rows.
Categorical features analyzed using chi-square test or Fisher's exact tests; continuous features were analyzed using Kruskal-Wallis tests, *
indicates P b .05, ** represents P b .01. Selected differently expressed feature labels are displayed on the right of each subtype. (B) Evaluate
the importance of this three-miRNA signature and seven significant factors from univariate analysis with random Forest algorithm. At the top
of this plot, the important score of each variable is shown between the BM+ and BM− group. In the middle portion of this plot, the
importance of each variable is measured according to Mean Decrease Accuracy. At the bottom of this plot, the important scores of these
eight variables were evaluated according to Mean Decrease Gini. (C) Multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed in the 77 LUAD
patients. The P-value and Odds Ratio of these eight factors were displayed in the table. P b .05 is statistically significant.
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The functions of most miRNAs are not yet annotated. However,
the possible function of the miRNAs in LUAD could be inferred by
the mRNA co-expression data from the same cohort of patients. The
targeted genes of each miRNA in this signature were selected to
undergo gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA). And the bioinformat-
ics analysis was performed to identify the correlated biological process
and pathways by integrative analysis of miRNAs and PCGs. It is a
plausible inference from the result that this signature may be involved
in NSCLC carcinogenesis and metastasis-related biological process
and pathways.

Also, it remains unknown whether it has predictive value in
patients with the other stage as the miRNA signature was derived
from IIIA-N2 patients with LUAD. Another limitation of our study is
that the test set is too small to allow for a sensible assessment of the
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Figure 6. Access the discriminatory accuracy of the three-miRNA signature and each miRNA marker with ROC curve analysis. (A) The
ROC curve analysis evaluated the discriminant power with AUC area of the signature and each miRNA. (B) Radar map was used for
analyzing the distribution of the expression profiles of these three miRNAs from this signature in assigning cases to BM+ or BM−
subgroup. (C) The histogram showed the performances of the three miRNAs quantified by the AUC value between BM+ and BM−
subgroup.
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generalizability of the three-miRNA signature. Data sets from other
institutes and other countries are still necessary to validate its
generalization ability. And its validity should be further confirmed in
the prospective cohorts. In addition, the further efforts in the next
study will be paid to verify the discoveries about the expression and
function of these miRNAs with modern empirical method of
molecular biology.

In conclusion, our study identified some miRNAs that were
significantly changed between BM+ and BM− LUAD tissues. The
three-miRNA signature we discovered independently and robustly
predicted the brain metastasis of patients with LUAD. Furthermore,
this signature could predict the brain metastasis of LUAD patients
with high sensitivity and specificity. To our knowledge, it is the first
random Forest model developed by the miRNA signature to predict
the brain metastasis of patients with LUAD. And further validation
researches in prospective cohorts and in patients with perfect adjuvant
therapy information from different medical centers are required to
verify the diagnostic value of this signature before its application into
the clinical practice.
Figure 5. The association analysis between the three-miRNA signatur
the three miRNAs among the different clinical profiles including me
according to their status of metastasis or survival. And the statis
represented with distinct colors. P b .05 is statistically significant. (B-
raw BM classified methods and the random Forest algorithm. Kapla
subgroup in OS analysis (B), disease-free survival (DFS) analysis (C), f
(SBM) analysis (E). And the other Kaplan–Meier survival curves wer
(RF)-OS analysis (F), RF-DFS analysis (G), RF-FBM analysis (H) and R
miRNAs in the combined set. The correlation coefficients of these m
clustering clearly separated these miRNAs into three subgroups wit
these miRNAs was displayed between BM+ and BM− subgroup i
compared using t-test method. (L) Correlation analysis between the s
between BM+ and BM− subgroup. In each scatterplot, x and y ax
represents P b .01, *** represents P b .001.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.tranon.2017.12.002.
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